Abstract. Pecora and Carroll presented a notion of synchronization where an (n?1)-dimensional nonautonomous system is constructed from a given n-dimensional dynamical system by imposing the evolution of one coordinate. They noticed that the resulting dynamics may be contracting even if the original dynamics are not. It is easy to construct ows or maps such that no coordinate has synchronizing properties, but this cannot be done in an open set of linear maps or ows in R n , n 2. In this paper we give examples of real analytic homeomorphisms of R 2 such that the non-synchronizability is stable in the sense that in a full C 0 neighborhood of the given map, no homeomorphism is synchronizable.
Introduction
The observation that nonlinear oscillators can synchronize when coupled was rst reported in a letter that Christiaan Huyghens wrote to his father Huy] . This phenomenon has inspired many investigations by physicists and mathematicians over the years. Another (although related) kind of synchronization has recently received much attention because of its potential applications, and because of the surprise caused by its discovery by Pecora and Carroll PC1] . Roughly speaking, they noticed that if one constructs an (n ? 1)-dimensional nonautonomous evolution equation from a given n-dimensional one by imposing the evolution of one coordinate, the resulting dynamics could be contracting, even when the original dynamics are not. The surprise was that this works for chaotic evolution equations such as the Lorenz equations as observed in PC1] Pecora and Carroll PC1] noticed that for any solution (x(t); y(t); z(t)) of these equations, all solutions (Y (t); Z(t)) of the nonautonomous system jz(t) ? Z(t)j = 0 :
They called this phenomenon synchronization, and the name master-slave synchronization was proposed in TWB] to avoid confusion with other, previously recognized, phenomena. More is true for the Lorenz system: for any smooth function x(t), not necessarily a solution of the Lorenz equations,
jZ 1 (t) ? Z 2 (t)j = 0 ;
for any two initial conditions (Y 1 (0); Z 1 (0)), (Y 2 (0); Z 2 (0)) of the above nonautonomous system.
This stronger property was called absolute (master-slave) synchronization in TWB] where all these DRAFT OF FEBRUARY 11, 1997 1 concepts were de ned in a more geometric and coordinate independent way. Since the only kind of synchronization we will be dealing with in this paper is of the master-slave kind, we shall from now on omit this quali cation. Synchronization also occurs for maps, and this will be our sole concern in this paper. Accordingly we next recall the relevant de nitions from TWB].
Let M be a manifold of dimension greater than one and let F : M ! M be a mapping. Assume that M has a product structure so that M = M N with M, N manifolds of dimension at least one, and dim M = m. By a choice of product structure on M, we mean a choice of a pair of foliations F and G such that each leaf of F is homeomorphic to M, each leaf of G is homeomorphic to N, and each leaf of F crosses each leaf of G at a single point. The map F is (absolutely) m-synchronizable if a product structure can be exhibited on M such that the system (M; F; F; G) is (absolutely) m-synchronizing. When m = 1, the m-pre x will usually be omitted. For instance, any H enon map is absolutely synchronizable; in the standard coordinate system, such a map is given by an equation of the form F(u; v) = (v; 1 ? av 2 + bu) so that if one imposes the time evolution of v then the evolution of u is independent of u(0) (since u(n + 1) =F v (n; u(n)) = v(n)). Remark. Consider the system (M; F; F; G). Suppose the map F has a xed point q 0 . If we consider the orbit p(i) q 0 , then the mapF x is an autonomous map from the leaf F 0 containing q 0 to itself. Clearly, q 0 is a xed point of this map. IfF x has another xed point, then the system (M; F; F; G) is not synchronizing. If this holds true for all pairs of foliations F, G, then F is not synchronizable.
Using this remark, it is easy to nd examples of di eomorphisms of R Examples of linear stably non-synchronizable maps on the two-dimensional torus T 2 were given in TWB] (a more comprehensive treatment of this matter, including necessary and su cient conditions for synchronizability for automorphisms of T d , will be given elsewhere MTW]). The situation in Euclidean spaces is quite di erent. So far, we could not nd any pair (r; k), k r for which we could exhibit a C r map in R d , d 3 which is k-stably non-synchronizable. To the contrary in R 2 , we shall prove Theorem 2. There exist real-analytic stably non-synchronizable homeomorphisms of R 2 .
Proof of Theorem 2
We denote by T 1 = T the one-dimensional torus, and 1 , 2 the standard projections de ned on the plane R 2 or the annulus A = T 0; 1] (this ambiguity should not cause any confusion). Recall that a simple closed curve C A is essential if it is not null homotopic. The curve C 0 A is above (respectively, below) C if it lies in the same component of A n C as T f1g (respectively, T f0g).
Finally, two points x and y in a topological space S are separated by a subset T S if they lie in di erent connected components of S n T. Lemma 1. Let F be a homeomorphism of A isotopic to the identity (i.e., orientation preserving and leaving each boundary circle invariant) which satis es the following conditions: i) There exists an essential simple closed curve C T (0; 1) such that F(C) is disjoint from C and is above C, and such that the sequence (F n (C)) n>0 accumulates on T f1g and the sequence (F ?n (C)) n>0 accumulates on T f0g. with respect to the new coordinate system. This fact combined with property ii) implies that f has no xed point inÃ . Let C and C 1? be the curves which in the new coordinate system are given by, respectively, R f g and R f1? g. The curve C is pointwise close in the original coordinates to the boundary component R f0g ofÃ , and similarly for C 1? to R f1g. We now choose one of the points p of C closest to R f0g and q of C 1? closest to R f1g. We de ne by sending 0; ] to the vertical segment inÃ joining R f0g to p, by sending 1 ? ; 1] to the vertical segment inÃ joining q to R f1g, and sending ; 1 ? ] to any arc joining p to q so that 0 2 is strictly increasing on ; 1 ? ]. In the previous sentence, vertical is with respect to the original coordinate system. See Figure 1 . By property ii) there exist t and t 0 in (0; 1) such that f( (t)) = (t 0 ) ;
and by the property of 0 2 necessarily t 0 > t, if is chosen small enough.
Let be the arc we just constructed and let be the arc from the statement of Lemma Returning from working on the universal cover to working on the annulus, we deduce from Lemma 1 the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, if : 0; 1] ! A is an arc starting at T f0g, terminating at T f1g, and taking its intermediate values in T (0; 1), then there exist t and t 0 in (0; 1) with t 0 > t such that F( (t)) = (t 0 ).
If F satis es the conditions of Lemma 1, we shall say that it is of type (P). We shall say F is of type (Q) if it is of type (P) and also satis es the following condition iii) which is stronger than condition ii) of Lemma 1.
iii) There exists a lift f of F to the universal coverÃ = R 0; 1] of A such that for all x 2 R, 1 f(x; 0) < x ? 1 ;
It is more convenient to present the following fact for the annulus than for the universal cover. The proof is straightforward. The next lemma gives a su cient condition for non-synchronizability. Let us consider an orientation preserving homeomorphism F of R 2 which has two compact invariant annuli A 1 and A 2 such that A 1 is included in the bounded component of R 2 n A 2 . Assume furthermore that each of Fj A1 and Fj A2 is conjugated to a homeomorphism of type (Q) by a conjugacy which sends the inner boundary of A i to T f0g. We say such an F satis es condition (R). Lemma 3. If F satis es condition (R), then it is not synchronizable.
Proof of Lemma 3. By the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem, F has a xed point z 0 in the closure of the bounded connected component of R 2 n A 1 . We can assume that z 0 = (0; 0). We de ne : 0; +1) ! R ; t 7 ! (0; t) ; By Corollary 2 there exist t 1 and t 2 in I 1 with t 1 < t 2 , and by Lemma 2 there exists t 3 in I 2 (thus t 3 > t 2 ) such that F( (t 1 )) = (t 2 ) ; F( (t 3 )) 2 0 (I 0 2 ) :
It follows that the continuous map : t 7 ! 2 (F (0; t)) satis es (t 1 ) > t 1 and (t 3 ) = 0. Consequently, has a xed point between t 1 and t 3 as well as another xed point at 0. With the notation of the rst section, the map is the same asF x with x(i) 0. From the remark in the rst section, F is not synchronizing. Since condition (R) is stable under conjugacy, F is not synchronizable.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider now a real analytic homeomorphism F : R 2 ! R 2 given in polar coordinates by ( ; r) 7 ! ( + (r); (r)) : We further assume that the map : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) has xed points at r = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 such that 0,2, and 4 are sinks, while 1 and 3 are sources.
We denote by S r the disk with center O and radius r. Let A 1 be the annulus between S 1 and S 2 and A 2 be the annulus between S 3 and S 4 . Finally, we assume that Fj A1 and Fj A2 are of type (Q), so that F satis es condition (R). An example of a map F satisfying all these conditions is obtained by taking (r) = r + r(r 2 ? 1)(r 2 ? 4)(r 2 ? 9)(r 2 ? 16)(r 2 ? 25) ; (r) = 2 r 2 ; with positive but su ciently small.
If G is a homeomorphism C 0 close to F, it does not necessarily satisfy condition (R) since it might lose the invariant curves. However we shall see G is not synchronizable, hence F is stably non-synchronizable. (One could check that any map close to F in the C 1 topology does satisfy condition (R) and thus get, by Lemma 3, an independent proof of the fact that F is C 1 -stably non-synchronizable.)
In the rest of the discussion, proximity refers to the C 0 norm. If G is close enough to F, the curve G(S 3=2 ) is disjoint from S 3=2 and situated in the unbounded component of R 2 n S 3=2 . For any n 1, we can consider the open annulus V n with boundaries G ?n (S 3=2 ) and G n (S 3=2 ); these annuli form an increasing sequence and the set V = n 1 V n is an open annulus (i.e., homeomorphic to T (0; 1)) invariant under G.
Let us x 2 (0; 1 2 ). If G is close enough to F, the curves S 1? and S 2+ are disjoint from their images under G, which are located in the same component, respectively of R 2 n S 1? and R 2 n S 2+ as the images under F. The annulus V is thus bounded between the curves G(S 1? ) and G(S 2+ ). Furthermore, for G close enough to F, V contains the annulus bounded by S 1+ and S 2? . Proceeding between S 3 and S 4 as we just did between S 1 and S 2 , we get a second open invariant annulus W.
By the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem, we also know that G admits a xed point z 0 in the closed disk bounded by S 1? . Thus we can de ne two maps from 0; 1) to R 2 : : t 7 ! z 0 + (0; t) 0 : t 7 ! z 0 + (t; 0) and as before, we know that there exist two open intervals I 1 and I 2 with disjoint and compact closures, with I 1 to the left of I 2 such that j I1 and j I2 have value respectively in V and W and join the interior end to the exterior end of these annuli. Similarly, we know that there exists an open interval I 0 2 such that 0 j I 0 2 has the same property as j I1 .
We now use Caratheodory's prime ends theory (see, e.g., For, ). We can compactify each connected piece of the boundary of V as a circle, and extend Gj V as a mapĜ on the compact annulusV obtained by this compacti cation. Notice thatĜ satis es condition i) with C = S 3=2 .
The interpretation of the prime ends as accessible points tells us that the rotation numbers ofĜ on the boundary circles ofV approach the corresponding rotation numbers of Fj S1 and Fj S2 when G converges to F; in particular,Ĝ satis es property iii) if G is close enough to F.
We have a similar situation for W. Furthermore, we know that the arcs j I1 , j I2 , and 0 j I 0 2 have limits at both ends which belong to the boundary circles ofV orŴ that these arcs approach (this is a property of accessible points). Thus we can apply Corollary 2 and Lemma 2, and get the existence of t 1 < t 2 < t 3 such that Ĝ ( (t 1 )) = (t 2 ) ; G( (t 3 )) 2 0 (I 0 2 ) ; from which it follows that G( (t 1 )) = (t 2 ) ; G( (t 3 )) 2 0 (I 0
